ONLINE TRAINING COURSE

(ISC)² CISSP

Stand out among other
InfoSec professionals.
Earning your CISSP certification isn’t easy. You need

be—especially if you lack professional experience in certain

experience, an endorsement, and you’ll have to pass

areas. Having CISSP next to your name proves you have

a three-hour, 100-150 question exam. However, the

knowledge that might not be easily discerned by scanning

certification will be worth the exertion. A CISSP certification

your résumé. Even if you lack the necessary experience to

is an investment, not just an expensive piece of paper. It’s

become a CISSP, preparing for the exam is still a worthy

access to an exclusive club of in demand professionals

endeavor. Successful candidates become Associates of

who possess the skills that companies will need for years

(ISC)2, a designation which shows off your cybersecurity

to come.

chops and sets you up for CISSP certification as soon as
you gain enough experience.

A CISSP certification is a great way to show what you
know. Maybe you’re a cryptography geek who studies

Use this Anatomy of the CISSP resource to learn everything

the latest asymmetric encryption practices. Maybe you

you need to know about the CISSP exam, the process to

have the aptitude for developing and implementing

earn the CISSP, how best to prepare, the benefits to your

cybersecurity policies. Unfortunately, proving these facts to

career, and, ultimately, how CyberVista can help you on

potential employers is often more difficult than it should

your way.
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LET’S START WITH

CISSP Exam
Quick Facts
®

CERTIFICATION
BODY
®

(ISC)2

CREDENTIAL
LEVEL

DODD 8140/8570
APPROVED

CREDENTIAL
LAUNCH

Advanced

Yes

1994

VERSION

LENGTH

FORMAT

CONTENT

PRICE

N/A

3 Hours
100-150 Questions

Computer
Adaptive Test
(CAT)

Technical, with
a Managerial
Twist

$699*

*This cost reflects the exam voucher price when not purchased in conjunction with a training course.

Passing Score

700 OUT OF
1,000 POINTS
(Based on a Scale of 0 - 1000 Points)

TESTING CENTERS

Pearson VUE
Exam Availability:

CAT Language Availability:

Anytime Year-Round

English Only

Exam Content Breakdown
8 Domains
1.

Security and Risk Management - 15%

1.

Asset Security - 10%

1.

Security Architecture & Engineering - 13%

1.

Communication & Network Security - 14%

1.

Identity & Access Management - 13%

1.

Security Assessment & Testing - 12%

1.

Security Operations - 13%

1.

Software Development Security - 10%

CAT exam format
(ISC)² introduced Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) for
all English CISSP exams worldwide. Based on the same exam
content outline as the linear, fixed-form exam, CISSP CAT is
a more precise and efficient evaluation of your competency.
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO KNOW

Setting Yourself
up for CISSP Success
®

Steps to Certification

MAINTENANCE FEES

$85 / year

To qualify for the CISSP certification, you must have at least five
years of cumulative, paid, full-time work experience in two or
more of the eight domains of the (ISC)2 CISSP Common Body

ANNUAL REQUIREMENT

of Knowledge (CBK). If you don’t have enough work experience,

40 CPEs

there are two ways you can proceed with becoming a CISSP.
First, you can satisfy one year of required experience with a fouryear college degree or an approved credential from the CISSP

THREE-YEAR REQUIREMENT

Prerequisite pathway.* Your second option is to take and pass

120 CPEs

the CISSP exam to earn an Associate of (ISC)2 designation.
* https://www.isc2.org/Certifications/CISSP/Prerequisite-Pathway

EXPERIENCE
REQUIREMENT

EXPERIENCE
SUBSTITUTION

ASPIRATIONAL
PROGRAM

You must have at least five (5) years
of cumulative, paid, full-time work
experience and it must cover two or
more of the eight domains.

(ISC)² allows you to substitute a one
year maximum credit of the five-year
work experience requirement.
Substitutions are not cumulative.

The Associate of (ISC)² program allows
you to earn a credential for meeting
all other requirements for the CISSP
outside of experience. Once you meet
the experience requirement, you will
become a fully certified CISSP.

REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

1
MEET THE EXPERIENCE
REQUIREMENT OR APPLY TO
BECOME AN ASSOCIATE OF (ISC)2

3

2
SCHEDULE YOUR EXAM
AT PEARSON VUE

3

4
TAKE AND PASS
THE CISSP EXAM

SUBSCRIBE TO THE (ISC)²
CODE OF ETHICS AND
GET ENDORSED
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ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

Benefits of
Achieving Your CISSP

®

When you are a Certified Information Systems and

4. DODD job requirement 8140/8570

Security Professional, the knowledge you’ve gained

DoDD 8140 was signed in 2015 and serves to establish

equates to more than just a title like CISO, Network

policies and assign responsibilities for managing the

Architect, or Security Manager. There are additional

U.S. Department of Defense’s cybersecurity workforce.

benefits that you should consider when pursuing this

8140 is an update to the original directive, DoDD 8570,

in-demand certification.

which outlines the baseline qualification requirements

1. Validation of your skills and capabilities

for information security jobs. In short, if you want to
work for the government or military, then certifications

At a minimum, earning the CISSP validates your

like, and including, the CISSP are required for many

commitment to a career in cybersecurity. Achievement

ranks and roles.

of a certification showcases a level of commitment,
diligence, and aptitude giving you credibility as a

5. Career advancement

cybersecurity practitioner.

Not only do certifications potentially set you up for
career advancement in your current cybersecurity

2. Screening mechanism for HR

position, but also obtaining a new one could help qualify

According to Burning Glass, more than 33% of

you for adjacent and more advanced cybersecurity

cybersecurity

recognized

roles within your company or organization. Career

certification and a much larger number mark certification

advancement is far more available with the right

as a preferred credential. HR professionals activate

combination of letters next to your name. It’s also

key word screens to include those magic certification

important to remember the education that comes

letters. Without a certification like the CISSP, you might

with preparing for certifications. The act of preparing

not even make it through the first pass.

for and passing certification exams speaks volumes to

job

postings

require

a

current and future employers.

3. More money
Bonuses.

Salary

increases.

Often

certification

achieve¬ment comes with a significant bump in pay
just for earning the certification. You will have become
an even more valuable resource to your organization.

ACTIVE CERTIFICATION

CURRENT OPEN JOBS

AVERAGE ANNUAL

HOLDERS

REQUIRED/ PREFERRED

SALARY

84,802*

114,431*

$126,770*
Sources: cyberseek.org, glassdoor.com
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GET AHEAD TODAY

Why Train
with CyberVista?
Our courses are designed to work around your schedule and provide
you with all of the tools you need to accelerate your cybersecurity career.
Unlike gray market training providers, CyberVista’s courses are led by (ISC)²
certified instructors. We have the only proprietary program to have passed
(ISC)2’s rigorous approval process as an Approved Training Provider.
CyberVista’s course covers all eight domains of the CISSP exam. The
On-Demand format allows you to move through the course at your own
pace, while providing all the tools you need in your learning management
system (LMS).

CISSP

5

HCISPP

CISM

Security+

Quiz Bank

800

300+

1,000

500+

On-Demand Videos

140

60+

60+

60

Performance Tracker

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Textbook

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lesson Book

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Summary Notes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Review Videos

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Supplementary Videos

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Diagnostic Exam

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mid-Term Exam

Yes

No

Yes

No

Final Exam

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Flashcards

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lab

No

No

No

No

1:1 Strategy Session

Yes

No

No

Yes

Test Day Strategies

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Includes Exam Voucher

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

On-Demand Per Person

$3,099

$2,899

$2,899

$1,299
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Certify with
CyberVista
When it comes to certification training, we know that you
and your organization have several options to choose from.
This is what separates CyberVista from the pack.

Our Mission
Data Driven

Affordable

Live reporting provides
an objective view of
performance and progress.

Total costs average 50%
less per person compared
to traditional providers.

Transform your workforce today to meet tomorrow’s
cybersecurity challenges. As a cybersecurity training
and workforce development company, we take a datadriven approach to give organizations the visibility to
make better training decisions, build the right skills, and
drive defense.
Founded in 2016, CyberVista benefits from the rich

Effective

Tailored

84 year history of Kaplan—one of the world’s premier

Drive real results with
high-quality training and
practical applications.

Designed to adapt to
the organization and the
individual employee.

2018, CyberVista welcomed Transcender into the brand.

training providers—as its sister company and ally. In
Transcender brings over 25 years of helping organizations
and practitioners build technical job skills across all areas
of IT and cybersecurity.

"We had excellent help from the account management
to the instructors—a great experience all around.
Really great business and people."
Director of SOC
Fortune 100 Retail Client

Let's talk.
CyberVista, a Graham Holdings Company
1300 17th Street North, 17th Floor
Arlington, VA 22209
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We look forward to the potential of working with
you and your organization on your next initiative.
For further information please email
info@cybervista.net or call 844-558-4782.
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